
OPERATORS AND INITIAL-VALUE PROBLEMS

R. m. redheffer

1. Introduction. This paper gives representation theorems for cer-

tain two-parameter families of linear operators <|>=«j>ai>, b>a, where

the domain and range of each operator <¡» is a subset of the set of all

complex-valued functions /(x), — <»<x<oo. Linearity means, of

course, that

(1) *(#/+K)-#+/+S*f

for any complex numbers p, q and any functions /, g in the domain

of «j>.

The operators are said to be bounded pointwise by Mah if «j>o6/ exists

whenever fEL2, and satisfies

(2) \$a*f\2^Mabf   I/|2

for some constants M&. They are said to be bounded in mean by N&

if <J»aj/ is measurable and

(3) /|<M|2 = #<.*(/ |/i)*

whenever simultaneously fEL, fEL2. The class is closed if

(4) fyaVfybcf = $acf

whenever a<b<c and fEL, fEL2.
A representation theorem for linear operators <J»06 which are bounded

pointwise, bounded in mean, and closed, is given in Theorem I.

Further specialization of the operator class leads to the representa-

tions given by Theorems II, III, and IV.

In these theorems, and throughout this paper, the symbol T stands

for Fourier transforms,

/(x)e-<«*¿x,
-m

and T~l for the same with * in place of — i. By the Plancherel theorem

TT~l — i in the mean-square sense. In case/£L the l.i.m. in (5) is

to be replaced by lim, which then exists for all real u. We also use the
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* notation for convolution,

(6) ñy)*g(y)=\   fiyùgiy - yi)dyi.
J -00

The operators <pat considered here originate in specific problems of

classical mathematics and physics. For illustration and orientation,

some of these specific problems are briefly mentioned in §§2-5, where

we also discuss the physical background of the assumptions defining

our operator class. Since this collateral discussion is not essential to

the theorems or their proofs, the latter are presented independently

in §§6-8, 10-12.

Background and context

2. Examples. The partial differential equation associated with cer-

tain types of initial-value problems enables one to compute a dis-

turbance at a given point, if the disturbance is known over a suit-

able surface. In antenna theory, for example, a typical problem for

the scalar potential in the (x, y) plane is to solve £/„+ Uvv-{-k2U=0,

x>0, subject to U(0, y)=/(y), a known function. The trial solution

exp (ax+by) leads to

(7) .ixttf-u^+iuy

when we ask that the "small-angle" propagation, | «| <k, occur with-

out attenuation. The positive branch of the radical is taken to give

attenuation for |«| >k, the modes beyond cutoff in waveguide ter-

minology. Forming a general linear combination of expressions (7) sug-

gests that perhaps

(8) U(x, y) = (2t)-1'2 f   F(«)e"(*2—,>1/,+iu"rfM
J -oo

for a suitable function F(u).

With F=F(u) and with

(9) log A = i(k2 - u2)1'2,

equation (8) may be written

(10) U(x, y) = T-WKX.

Putting x = 0 in (10) gives f/(0, y) =/(y) = T~lF, so that F= Tf when

/£L2.  Thus it is that one solution1 of the problem is

1 A longer derivation of much the same result is given in [l]. Actually it is well

known that (11) arises in connection with linear partial differential equations having

constant coefficients. See [2], for example.
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(11) Uix, y) = T-^TUiO, y)

where T is the Fourier transform in the L2 sense and T~l the inverse

transform in the L sense.

As another example, let it be required to find the temperature

Uix, y) at time x in a uniform medium, given the initial temperature

77(0, y). The foregoing procedure applied to the equation Ux = kUyv

yields (11) with

(12) log A = - Am2

when we require suitable behavior for large x and y. Similarly, the

problem of finding a harmonic function i/(x, y) which reduces to /(y)

EL2 when x = 0 gives (11) as one solution, with

(13) log A ^-| « |

when suitable regularity conditions are postulated.

3. Convolution. Suppose given a function fiz) =/(x+iy) = t/(x, y)

analytic in the right half-plane, and satisfying there max |/(z)|—*0

on \z\ =r as r—► ». Cauchy's integral theorem gives

(14) Uix, y) = X,(y)*i/(0,y)

where XI(y) = (27r)_1/2(x+iy)_1. Equation (14) exemplifies "propaga-

tion," in that/(z) is determined at the point z from its values on the

line x = 0. Introducing the convolution theorem

(15) Tif*g) = iTf)iTg)

we find that (14) takes the form (11), where

logA = « (w < 0),
(16)

A = 0 (« > 0).

Conversely, if we define X±(y) by

(17) X,(y) = T-*[\iu)Y,

so that AI = 7'XI(y), then (11) becomes (14). In the context of dif-

ferential equations (14) corresponds to the representation by singular

solutions or source functions. Since T"-1 exp ( — kxu2) = (2Ax)_1/2

exp (—y2/2kx), for example, (14) leads to the familiar form for the

above problem in heat conduction.

4. Discussion. When a function fib, y) is determined for b>a by

the initial values /(a, y), one may think of the function as a dis-

turbance or field which is propagated from a to b. The foregoing
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examples illustrate this meaning for the term propagation, and lead

the way to a more abstract formulation. As in the examples, we sup-

pose that the problem is one-dimensional, and that the "surface" on

which the disturbance is known is the y axis. Again as in the examples,

the disturbance is supposed to depend on the values alone; it is not

necessary to know the normal derivatives. An extension to arbitrary

surfaces, to higher dimensions, and to more detailed dependence on

the initial conditions is desirable but is not attempted.2

Within these limitations, our problem is to derive the form of a

"propagation principle" from general considerations, without refer-

ence to the differential equation which the disturbance may satisfy.

Answers are given to such questions as the following: Is it a conse-

quence of the nature of propagation that the disturbance propagate

by an operator of form T~l\(x, u)T? If so, is it necessary that the

propagation variable x appear as an exponent, X(x, u) = [A(u)]x? In

that case is it necessary that log A(«) be an algebraic function of m?

What are the analogues of these properties for propagation in a non-

uniform medium? The relevance of the discussion to certain problems

in physics has already been suggested; the connection with mathe-

matical fields of current interest is mentioned at appropriate points

in the sequel.8

Instead of obtaining the disturbance (that is, the functional values)

at a single point, it is more convenient to think of the disturbance on

a second surface similar to the one on which the data are given. This

viewpoint leads to a formulation in terms of operators. In Cartesian

coordinates (x, y), then, let the disturbance be/(y), g(y), on the lines

x = a, x = b>a respectively. Thus,/(y) plays the role of U(a, y), and

g(y) of U(b, y), in the foregoing discussion. Define <j> = $o0 as the oper-

ator which transforms/ into g, so that g=<J>/. We remark, first, that

«j> may depend on the intervening medium, and second, that mere in-

troduction of <]> implies that the disturbance is propagated, in the

sense of this article. A similar construction of a family of operators

from a family of functions is given in [2].

5. Formulation of the assumptions. Physically, J\f\ 2dx is asso-

ciated with the power in the disturbance, at least in the sense that

the one is finite whenever the other is. By concentrating the initial

disturbance / more and more, one can make the amplitude |/(:ko)| at

a particular point Xo arbitrarily large, and yet have /|/|2 < 1. Thus is

2 It is probable that such an extension could be based easily on the analysis in [2],

where indeed certain aspects of the problem are already attacked.

' The author is indebted to the referee for many of the items cited.
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obtained the so-called point source of physical optics or the impulse

function of circuit analysis. Yet even in this case <¡>06/ remains

bounded for b>a: one cannot propagate a disturbance of large mag-

nitude through a positive distance, unless there is large power. These

considerations suggest the condition of pointwise boundedness (2).

A similar line of thought concerning the power rather than the ampli-

tude of <]>/ leads to the condition of mean boundedness (3).

To discuss the closure condition (4), let A(y) be the disturbance on

the plane x — c>b, retaining/ and g as before on the planes x = a,

x = b>a. If the functions concerned belong to L2, then one can com-

pute A from g as as A = tybcg, or one can find A directly from / as <¡>0(,/.

Hence it is relevant to consider operators satisfying $«■</=$<>c<!>a»/ for a

suitable class/; and this is (4). When the parameters a, b refer to time,

the closure property is the "major premise" of Huygens' principle

according to Hadamard (cf. [2; 3]). There is then no question of

nonuniformity of the propagating medium ; the two-parameter family

^ob becomes a one-parameter family <¡>¡, t = b — a ; and the closure prop-

erty is the principle of physical determinism. The operators are then

essentially Wiener's "operators of the closed cycle," and the semi-

group which arises has been considered in [2], The closure condition

for the two-parameter case $& is equivalent to the Chapman-

Kolmogoroff equation of probability theory (cf. item iv of Theorem

I).
THE REPRESENTATION THEOREMS

6. The general case. It is thought that the preceding explanations

make clear the relevance of the theorem, which is now stated without

further reference to its background :

Theorem I. Suppose given a class of operators {<¡>oi>} which are linear,

bounded pointwise by Mab, bounded in mean A7"^, and closed. Then it fol-

lows that:

i. $„(./=JXi.(x, y)fix)dx,
where

ii. f\\abix,y)\2dx^Mab;

iii. /|X0&(x, y)\ 2dy^Nabfor almost all x;

and

iv. f\abix, y)\bciy, z)dy=Xoc(x, z) for almost all x.

Also the conditions of the hypothesis are independent, and they are im-

plied by i-iv.

For any fixed values of y, a, and b the operator <¡> is a linear func-

tional on the Hubert space 7,2( — «, » ), and it is bounded in the ap-

propriate sense by our condition of pointwise boundedness. Hence i
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and ii of the theorem are immediate, by a theorem of F. Riesz.4

If S,(x, y) - (1/2Ô)/Î±|X(/, y)dt, then lim,_0 S¡ =\(x, y) lor almost all
x and any fixed y. Let a: be a value for which the equality holds and

define /s(i) = 1/25 for |i-*| g5, /j = 0 otherwise. Then <j>/j = Sj, so
that boundedness in mean gives /"m| Ss(x, y) 12dy < N for every m > 5.

By the theorem of Fatou we have then /™ro| \(x, y) \ 2dy ̂  N, and from

this /" m | \(x, y) 12dy á N, giving iii.
Now it is known that i plus closure in our sense leads to iv, but

here we give a simple proof making use of iii. Closure leads to

(18)

lim   I     <  I    f(x)\ab(x, y)dxl \hc(y, z)dy
»-♦00     J _„    I. J _m J

y» m

=   I      f(x)Kc(x, Z)dx
J —m

if we choose/£Z,2,/=0 for \x\ >m. The theorem of Fubini applies to

(18), as we see by using the Schwarz inequality on the inner integral,

and therefore

(19)       lim   f   /(*) \ f  \ab(x, y)Xjc(y, z)dy - \at(x, z)\ dx « 0
n-Ko  J —m \ J -n J

for allf(x) G-L2 on ( — m, m). Together with iii, the Schwarz inequality

shows j\ \ab(x, y)^bc(y, z) | dy ^ MN uniformly in x, z, so that one may

interchange lim and fin (19). By choosing f(x) to be the conjugate of

the resulting expression in braces one obtains iv.

To prove independence we give examples with <J>06 = <J> independent

of a and b. Let fyf(x) =g(y) lor convenience of verbalization. If «J> is

defined by g(0) = [fl%\f\ Hx]1'2, g(y)=0 lor y^O, then «> satisfies all
but linearity. If g(0) =/(0), g(y) =0 for y^O, then <]> satisfies all but

pointwise boundedness. If g(y) *= f-î/2f(x)dx, then «J> satisfies all but

mean boundedness, and if g(0) =fiif(x)dx, g(y)=0 lor y^O, then

<]> satisfies all but closure.

To show that i, ii, iii, and iv together imply the hypothesis,

note that i and ii give linearity and pointwise boundedness

by Mat. For mean boundedness write f\ <¡>/|2 in the form

J^mT-nJ^-nMx, y)f(x)\*(t, y)f*(t)dxdtdy. Integrating with respect to

y gives j^m | \(x, y) | | X*(f, y)\dyg. WW2 by the Schwarz inequality,

so that the triple integral is absolutely convergent, and dominated

by A(/|/[ )2. Since these bounds are independent of m and n we have

established mean boundedness by Nat,.

1 The author is indebted to Alan Kay for this proof of i and ii, which is shorter

than the proof originally given.
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Closure leads us to consider

(20) /  (/ W*. y)x».(y,*)¿y)/(*)¿*

after changing the order of integration. The inversion is justified by

ii and iii applied to the inner integral. Letting «—>» and using iv

gives closure, the Lebesgue theorem on bounded convergence being

applicable here.

7. Uniformity of the medium in two directions. If the medium is

uniform in y, then the discussion can be carried further. In terms of

the operator «j», uniformity in y means that

(21) */(* - 6) - giy - c)

whenever «j>/=g, for every real constant c.

If the constants of the medium are finite, then an electromagnetic

disturbance never dies out altogether, after propagation through a

finite distance. In the framework of the present discussion, this means

that

(22) tfptfO   if    J \f\2>0,

and operators satisfying such a condition are termed nonvanishing.

Theorem II. Let {<¡>a¡,} be a class of operators for a medium uniform

in y, which are linear, bounded pointwise by M^, closed, nonvanishing,

and such that <¡>0o / is a measurable function of a. Then

i. 4»o6 = F-^Aa&F, where T denotes the Fourier transform in the L2 sense,

T~r the inverse transform in the L sense. Also

xx. kabiu) =exp /*¿!a(x, u) for some function a of bounded variation

in x on every finite interval, and

iii.   /| Kabiu) I Hu ^ Miab-
Conversely, i, ii, iii imply the hypothesis.

For proof, note that again we have i, ii of Theorem I, and uni-

formity gives/X(x, y)/(x — c)¿x=/X(x, y — c)/(x)áx, so that X(x+c, y)

=X(x, y—c) for almost all x. This last follows by letting t = x—c in

the first integral, taking/(x) =e~x*eiux, and using uniqueness for fixed

y. Replacing y by y+c and then picking c——x gives X(0, y—x)

=X(x, y) so that for almost all x (and hence always in <j>/) one may

write X(x, y) =X(y—x).

Since X(x, y)£72 in x, we have X(x)£7,2. The operator <j»/ is now

the convolution of /and X, so that it is natural to introduce the Fourier
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transform (5). With TX=A=A„6(m) we have T(<¡>/) =A-(Tf) by the

convolution theorem, whence i follows, since Aa»T/£L. Also the earlier

results on \(x, t) combine with the Parseval equality to give iii.

The closure condition is now (r-1Ai)<:T)(7,-1A(16r)/=(r-1Aa<;r)/ so

that A¡>cAa&=A0(: almost everywhere, again by uniqueness. Our aim is

to redefine A in such a way that this holds everywhere.

First, if Ao¡, = 0 in a set £„& then m(Eah) =0. Otherwise the function

F=e~xl in E, F=0 in CE yields a function /= T-lF, for which the

positive character of ^ is violated. Next, define A0a = 1 in Eoa, and

A = l also at points where A is still undefined. From AobAbc=Aoc,

which holds almost everywhere even with the new definition, one

may define At^Aoc/Ai»; the right side is well determined. Then AabAbc

= (A^/Aoo) (Aoc/Aob) = Aoc/Aoa = Aoc everywhere ; A p^ 0 everywhere ;

and i is still valid.

Introducing -4oi) = log A0¡, we see that A^b is a measurable and addi-

tive interval function, so that Aab = fada(x) for each u, by another

theorem of F. Riesz; and the result ii is established. The converse

presents no difficulty.

8. Homogeneous medium. In case there is uniformity in x, then

«hoj, depends only onb — a, the distance through which the disturbance

is propagated ; hence uniformity in x means

(23) §a,b = <J>o+c,6+c

for all real c. Here <j>oi = <l>o,ö.

If the medium parameters are finite, then the disturbance varies

continuously from point to point, hence «¡>oi/ is continuous in a and b.

Such an assumption simplifies the results for the homogeneous case.

Theorem III. Let «¡>at be a class of operators for a homogeneous

medium, which are linear, bounded pointwise by Mab, closed, and such

that <J>oa is a continuous function of a. Then it follows that

i. «j>o»= T~1Ab~aT, where T denotes the Fourier transform in the L2

sense, T~l the inverse transform in the L sense. Also

ii. /| A(m) 12«-«>dM£Maj for all b>a.
Conversely, all operators satisfying i, ii satisfy the conditions of the

hypothesis.

As before «¡>o¡.= T-lAabT, and closure gives ApA^Ap+j, if we write

A0,0+p=Ap to introduce x uniformity. The equation holds for almost

all u and for all positive p, q; il it held everywhere and if Ap were

continuous in p, then we should have Ap = (Ai)''. Following through

the proof of this well known result, one obtains first (AP)n=Anp for
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» = 1, 2, 3, • • • and almost all u. Redefine A so this holds for all u

and all rational p, using the fact that a countable sum of sets having

measure zero again has measure zero. The choice p = m/n shows

Ap=(Ai)p for all rational p>0. Finally, continuity shows «¡>o,0

/=lim T~1iA)"Tf if p-*a through rationals; and therefore the defi-

nition A„ = (Ai)1/a leaves «¡> unchanged. This uses the Schwarz inequality,

bounded convergence, and the result ii, which is obtained as in the

previous theorem. The proof of III is now complete, except for the

trivial converse.

9. Extension. The function <j>/ may exist in the sense of Theorem I

and yet not in the sense of II or III. For electromagnetic theory this

is the case even with such simple illuminations as/=l. More gen-

erally, introduction of T automatically rules out all infinite plane

waves, although for them iff always makes sense. This generality of

if (as opposed to T) is one reason why such devices as the Dirac delta

function consistently give correct answers in diffraction problems.

How shall we define <¡> so that the class of admissible functions is

restricted only insofar as is physically essential? Imagine the plane x=a

covered by a symmetrically-located aperture of width 2m which

gradually widens. Then we define the field without aperture to be the limit

of the field with aperture as the width becomes infinite. Mathematically

what this does is to introduce fm =/ for \y\ ^m, fm = 0 for \y\ >m,

and to define <¡>/=limOT-.w <¡>/m. Thus one can often leave the classes L

or L2, and yet have a well-determined value for 4»/- In the notation of

I we are simply taking the Cauchy principal value for the infinite

integrals, but in II and III the procedure is less trivial.

To illustrate this notion of extension we consider the special case

presented by physical optics. Let it be supposed that the (one-dimen-

sional) propagation of electromagnetic radiation in a uniform medium

satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem III. To determine the arbitrary

function A, which is present even for uniform media, recall that

propagation of plane waves through a distance d corresponds to mul-

tiplication by eikd. Using the conclusion of Theorem III, we shall see

that the propagation operator «¡>oij is completely determined by this

condition alone. Since eiki is not in L or L2, the discussion requires

the method of the foregoing paragraph.

Given a wave in direction 0 = sin-1w/A one has /(x) =«'"*, <¡>oo/

= exp iiaik2 — u2)ll2+iuy)  by inspection. On the other hand §oaf

= lim T-^Tfm as described above. An elementary calculation gives

Tfm, so that

1   /• "       .        .   sin (m — x)m
<j>o«/=  lim — j     eix"[Aix)]a-dx.

m—o   ir J -K u — X
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Since Ao/2£Z,2 we have A°£L, and therefore the limit is eiuv[A(u)]a

almost everywhere. Comparison of the two forms <¡><>tvf yields (9) and

(11). The other examples of the introduction can be similarly dealt

with ; the A(u) appropriate to the given disturbance is obtained, as

here, by specifying the propagation of a special class of functions.

This use of special functions is analogous to the use of a trial solution

gax+bv ¡n tije heuristic treatment first discussed.

Partial differential equations

10. The result. Explicit introduction of the wave equation has an

air of too great specialization, and we do not pursue the subject. But

one may quite properly suppose that the disturbance satisfies a dif-

ferential equation of some kind. Even with no specification concern-

ing the form of the equation, such an assumption gives a notable re-

striction on the operator class.

Theorem IV. Let U(x, y) = T-lFAx = (2ir)-1'2flaeit"[A(t)]xF(t)dt,

where A(t) is measurable. Suppose U satisfies one and the same partial

differential equation for all F giving sufficiently strong convergence of the

integral. Then

i. log A(t) is equal almost everywhere to one and the same algebraic

function of t, except when A = 0 or when A is undefined.

ii. For all x and y, and all F giving good convergence, the functions

U(x, y) are solutions of one and the same linear homogeneous partial dif-

ferential equation with constant coefficients.

In the hypothesis, when we say that U satisfies a differential equa-

tion we mean that there is a function \f/ lor which

(24) yp(U, Ux, Uv, Uxx, Uvv, •••;*, y)■- 0

at some point (xo, y<>) where \p is not identically zero. Also there are

only a finite number of variables in uV.

11. A lemma. The partial differential equation (24) may be written

(25) KV, X) = 0

where X= (x, y) and where the components of V are U and certain of

its partial derivatives. Although y^O, for certain values of X it may

happen that u^ = 0 in V. The set in X where this occurs is termed the

zero set of \f/. For example the equation (log x) Ux+y sin (Uvv)=xyUl

has X= (x,y), V=( Ux, Uy, Uvv) ; the zero set is the point x = 1, y = 0.

The equation (y — x)2 Yvv — sin (y — x) log U = 0 has the whole line y = x

as zero set.
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Lemma. Let a family of functions { UPiX)} satisfy a partial differen-

tial equation \piV, X) =0 for a certain set S in X, and for all p. Sup-

pose further that aUa-\-bUß is in the family { Up} whenever Ua and Uß

are, a and b being any constants. Then the family satisfies one and the

same linear homogeneous partial differential equation at every point of

S which is not in the zero set of if/.

To prove this, pick a fixed vector Xo not in the zero set but in the

set 5 where the equation holds. At X= Xo each p gives rise to a solu-

tion Up, which in turn gives rise to a derivative vector Vp. It is easy

to see that linear closure of { Up} implies linear closure of {Vp}. As-

suming that each VP has, say, m components, we assert that as p

varies the vectors VP cannot span the »i-dimensional space.

For suppose they do. Then one can pick a basis V,-£{V„}

(7 = 1, 2, • • • , m) such that any vector V= 2~lajVi f°r suitable con-

stants a¡. Being a linear combination, V must be in the set {Vp} ;

hence xpiV, X0)=0; and therefore Xo is in the zero set, contrary to

hypothesis.

Since {Vp} does not span the w-dimensional space, there is a non-

zero vector A (depending on Xo) such that A ■ Vp = 0 for all p. Writing

out in terms of components and remembering A = A(X) we obtain

the lemma.

12. Proof of the theorem. Returning to the proof of IV, we begin

by writing

(26) A(/) = e'<« (/ in E),

(27) F = e-l'l-'VW it in E),

F = 0 it xxx CE),

where p is any continuous bounded function which vanishes outside

of a finite interval. Here E is the set of values / at which A is defined

and A9^0. Since the integral with such an F is sure to converge uni-

formly and absolutely, and since the same is true for derivatives

Ux • • • of any order, the class (26) will be considered to give "suffi-

ciently strong" convergence. There is no need for more general F in

the proof.

Since api+bp2 is bounded, continuous, and vanishing when pi and

p2 are, it is seen that the closure condition of the lemma is satisfied for

the family { Up} which arises from the various choices of p. Pick

-^o = (xo, yo) in 5 but not in the zero set to find

(28) £ akJid/dy)"id/dxyU = 0

at the point Xo. By the lemma this holds true for all choices of p.
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The class F has been so chosen that we can differentiate any num-

ber of times under the integral sign, to replace (28) by

(29) f (Z ajksi(it)ke-¡'f-tl+i'«*+-x<>)p(t)dt = 0
Je

alter using (26) and (27). The arbitrary character of p shows easily

that the sum vanishes almost everywhere in t, and hence the algebraic

nature of s=s(t) in E is established. Also the equations (27), (28) now

hold for every (x, y), provided we use for a,-3- their values at (x0, yo) • By

(29) the converse is evident (it is also well known), and hence Theo-

rem IV is established.

13. Discussion. The elementary examples first mentioned are in

agreement with Theorem IV, as we see by (11), (9), (12), (13), and

(16). Equation (16) illustrates the possibility that A = 0 at certain

points, while (9) and (13) show that more than one branch of the

algebraic function may be represented.

The lemma does not say that yp(V, X) =0 is a linear homogeneous

equation, nor does it say that every solution of the linear homo-

geneous equation satisfies \¡/(V, X)=0. Still less could one say that

every solution of the linear equation is in the family { Up}. These ex-

tensions of the lemma are evidently false. In response to some sugges-

tive questions raised by the referee, however, we have shown that

there is a linear system Ai- V = 0, A2V = 0, • • • , AmV=0 such that

each Up of the linearly closed family satisfies the system, and each

solution of the system satisfies \[t(V, X) =0. If uV and Vp are continu-

ous, then there exists such a system with continuous A<. In this case

the original differential operator \j/ generally admits the local repre-

sentation

HV, X) = f[(AvV)2 + (Ai-V)2 +■■■ + (Am-V)2]G(V, X)

where/(i) and G(V, X) are continuous, and/(0)=0. More precise

statements and proof of these assertions will be given elsewhere.

Note added in proof (July 6, 1953). The discussion of item iii,

Theorem I, is inadequate in two respects, and should be modified as

follows. First, to show thatX(a:, y) is a measurable function of y, con-

sider iff for the family (2ir)wf(x)=e-iux~x*. We have <¡>/= Te~x\(x, y)

= F(u, y) where, by hypothesis, F is measurable in y for each u. Since

e~x\G.L as a function of x lor each y, we may compute e~x\ in terms

of F as Cesàro mean of the inverse Fourier transform on u. This

shows thatX(:c, y) is measurable.

Second, redefine \(x, y) in such a way that lim inf j-.0| Sj| = |X(x,
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y) I for every x. The new definition modifies X(x, y) in a set of zero x

measure, for each y, and hence does not alter the integral in Ss or that

in <(>. The first remark shows that the proposed chnage is possible, the

second, that it is permissible.

Proceeding as in the proof of the Lebesgue theorem on bounded

convergence, one shows that film inf /„^lim inf //„ for uniformly

bounded functions. The result is extended to unbounded functions

by considering [f„]k, as in the proof of Fatou's theorem. Thus,

f    | X |2¿y =  f lim inf | S, |2 Ú lim inf f \SS\2 £ N,

and we let m—► « as before. Hence item iii holds for all x, with the

newX, not only for almost all x. The argument of the text overlooks

the fact that the x set in which lim S¡ =X may depend on y.
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